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Creating Sessions in Cloudera Data Engineering

A Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) Session is an interactive short-lived development environment for running
Spark commands to help you iterate upon and build your Spark workloads.

About this task
The commands that are run in a CDE Session are called Statements. You can submit the Statements through the
connect CLI command or the Interact tab in the CDE UI for a Session. Python and Scala are the supported Session
types. Learn how to use Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) Sessions using the user interface and CLI.

Procedure

1. In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile. The Home page displays.

2. Click Sessions in the left navigation menu and then click Create Session.

3. Enter a Name for the Session.

4. Select a Type, for example, PySpark or Scala.

5. Select a Timeout value.

The Session will stop after the indicated time has passed.

6. Optionally, enter a Description for the session.

7. Optionally, enter the Configurations.

8. Set the Compute options.

• Optional: GPU Acceleration (Technical Preview): You can accelerate your session using GPUs. Click Enable
GPU Accelerations checkbox to enable the GPU acceleration and configure selectors and tolerations if you
want to run the job on specific GPU nodes. When you run this session, this particular session will request GPU
resources.

9. Click Create.

The Connect tab displays a list of connectivity options available to interact with the Session. The Interact tab
allows you to interact with the Session, and becomes available once the Session is running.

10. To delete a Session, open the Session and click Delete.

Note:  If you Delete a Session, doing so will result in the termination of an active session and the loss of
any attached logs and details.
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Creating jobs in Cloudera Data Engineering

A job in Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) consists of defined configurations and resources (including application
code). Jobs can be run on demand or scheduled.

Before you begin

Important:  You must create the cluster, initialize each cluster, and configure each user who need to submit
jobs before creating jobs.

In Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE), jobs are associated with virtual clusters. Before you can create a job, you must
create a virtual cluster that can run it. For more information, see Creating virtual clusters.

Procedure

1. In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile. The CDE Home page displays.

2. In the left navigation menu click Jobs. The Jobs page is displayed.

3. Click Create Job. The Job Details page is displayed.
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4. Provide the Job Details:

a) Select Spark for the job type. If you are creating the job from the Home page, select the virtual cluster where
you want to create the job.

b) Specify the Name.
c) Select File or URL for your application file, and provide or specify the file. You can upload a new file or select

a file from an existing resource.

If you select the URL option and specify an Amazon AWS S3 URL, add the following configuration to the
job:

config_key: spark.hadoop.fs.s3a.delegation.token.binding

config_value: org.apache.knox.gateway.cloud.idbroker.s3a.IDBDelegationTokenBinding
d) If your application code is a JAR file, specify the Main Class.
e) Specify arguments if required. You can click the Add Argument button to add multiple command arguments as

necessary.
f) Enter Configurations if needed. You can click the Add Configuration button to add multiple configuration

parameters as necessary.

Important:  For Spark jobs, setting the spark.app.id property at the Spark job level configuration
or within the Spark application code is not supported in CDE.

g) Optional: Select the name of the data connector from the Data Connector drop-down list. The UI displays the
storage information that is internally overwritten.

h) If your application code is a Python file, select the Python Version, and optionally select a Python
Environment.

5. Click Advanced Configurations to display more customizations, such as additional files, initial executors, executor
range, driver and executor cores, and memory.

By default, the executor range is set to match the range of CPU cores configured for the virtual cluster. This
improves resource utilization and efficiency by allowing jobs to scale up to the maximum virtual cluster resources
available, without manually tuning and optimizing the number of executors per job.

GPU Acceleration (Technical Preview): You can accelerate your Spark jobs using GPUs. Click Enable GPU
Accelerations checkbox to enable the GPU acceleration and configure selectors and tolerations if you want to run
the job on specific GPU nodes. When this job is created and run, this particular job will request GPU resources.

Warning:  You must ensure this virtual cluster has been configured with GPU resource quota. Otherwise,
the jobs will be in the Pending state as no GPU resource can be allocated to the pod.

6. Click Schedule to display scheduling options.

You can schedule the application to run periodically using the Basic controls or by specifying a Cron Expression.

7. Click Alerts and provide the email id to receive alerts. Click + to add more email IDs. Optionally, you can select
when you want email alerts whether for job failures or missed job service-level agreements or both.

Note:  You must configure the Configure Email Alerting option while creating a virtual cluster to send
your email alerts. For more information about configuring email alerts, see Creating virtual clusters.

8. If you provided a schedule, click Schedule to create the job. If you did not specify a schedule, and you do not
want the job to run immediately, click the drop-down arrow on Create and Run and select Create. Otherwise, click
Create and Run to run the job immediately.
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Automating data pipelines using Apache Airflow in
Cloudera Data Engineering

Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) enables you to automate a workflow or data pipeline using Apache Airflow Python
DAG files. Each CDE virtual cluster includes an embedded instance of Apache Airflow. You can also use CDE with
your own Airflow deployment. CDE on CDP Private Cloud currently supports only the CDE job run operator.

Before you begin

Important:  Cloudera provides support for Airflow core operators and hooks, but does not provide support
for Airflow provider packages. Cloudera Support may require you to remove any installed provider packages
during troubleshooting.

About this task

The following instructions are for using the Airflow service provided with each CDE virtual cluster. For instructions
on using your own Airflow deployment, see Using the Cloudera provider for Apache Airflow.

Procedure

1. Create an Airflow DAG file in Python. Import the CDE operator and define the tasks and dependencies.
For example, here is a complete DAG file:

from dateutil import parser
from datetime import datetime, timedelta
from datetime import timezone
from airflow import DAG
from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cde_operator import CDEJobRunOperator

default_args = {
    'owner': 'psherman',
    'retry_delay': timedelta(seconds=5),
    'depends_on_past': False,
    'start_date': parser.isoparse('2021-05-25T07:33:37.393Z').replace(tz
info=timezone.utc)
}

example_dag = DAG(
    'airflow-pipeline-demo',
    default_args=default_args, 
    schedule_interval='@daily', 
    catchup=False, 
    is_paused_upon_creation=False
)

ingest_step1 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    connection_id='cde-vc01-dev',
    task_id='ingest',
    retries=3,
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='etl-ingest-job'
)

prep_step2 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    task_id='data_prep',
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='insurance-claims-job'
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)

ingest_step1 >> prep_step2

Here are some examples of things you can define in the DAG file:

CDE job run operator

Use CDEJobRunOperator to specify a CDE job to run. This job must already exist in the virtual
cluster specified by the connection_id. If no connection_id is specified, CDE looks for the job in the
virtual cluster where the Airflow job runs.

from cloudera.cdp.airflow.operators.cde_operator import CDEJobRu
nOperator
...
ingest_step1 = CDEJobRunOperator(
    connection_id='cde-vc01-dev',
    task_id='ingest',
    retries=3,
    dag=example_dag,
    job_name='etl-ingest-job'
)

Email Alerts

Add the following parameters to the DAG default_args to send email alerts for job failures or
missed service-level agreements or both.

'email_on_failure': True,
'email': 'abc@example.com',
'email_on_retry': True,
'sla': timedelta(seconds=30)                

Task dependencies

After you have defined the tasks, specify the dependencies as follows:

ingest_step1 >> prep_step2

For more information on task dependencies, see Task Dependencies in the Apache Airflow
documentation.

For a tutorial on creating Apache Airflow DAG files, see the Apache Airflow documentation.

2. Create a CDE job.

a) In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile. The CDE Home page displays.
b) In the CDE Home page, in Jobs, click Create New under Airflow or click Jobs in the left navigation menu and

then click Create Job.
c) Select the Airflow job type.

If you are creating the job from the Home page, select the virtual cluster where you want to create the job.
d) Name: Provide a name for the job.
e) DAG File: Use an existing file or add a DAG file to an existing resource or create a resource and upload it.

1. Select from Resource: Click Select from Resource to select a DAG file from an existing resource.
2. Upload: Click Upload to upload a DAG file to an existing resource or to a new resource that you can create

by selecting Create a resource from the Select a Resource dropdown list. Specify the resource name and
upload the DAG file to it.

Note:  You must configure the Configure Email Alerting option while creating a virtual cluster to send
your email alerts. For more information about configuring email alerts, see Creating virtual clusters.

You can add the email alert parameters to the DAG default_args to get email alerts for job failures and
missed service-level agreements. An example of email alert configurations is listed in Step 1.
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3. Click Create and Run to create the job and run it immediately, or click the dropdown button and select Create to
create the job.

Monitoring Data Engineering service resources with
Grafana dashboards

Grafana is a visualisation and analytics software that enables the development of dashboards to monitor metrics data.
You can access pre-built Grafana dashboards to monitor your jobs and virtual clusters in Cloudera Data Engineering
(CDE).

The CDP metrics are stored centrally in the Prometheus database and monitored by Prometheus. Grafana uses these
metrics for data visualization. Your workload databases are not involved in any way.

You can immediately view the following pre-built dashboards for viewing runtime metrics in CDE:

Kubernetes Dashboard

This dashboard includes generalized visualizations of CDE job run statuses. It displays the following information:

• Number of succeeded, failed, and killed jobs for the given period
• Total number of jobs in the Starting phase
• Total number of jobs in the Running phase

Virtual Cluster Metrics Dashboard

This dashboard includes visualizations of service requests, pod counts and job statuses for the selected Virtual
Cluster. The available metrics are:

• Time series of CPU requests of running pods (includes virtual cluster service overhead)
• Time series of memory requests of running pods (includes virtual cluster service overhead)
• The response time of Livy's requests
• Time series for the number of pods in running and pending states
• Total number of running pods and pending pods
• Time series of starting and running jobs, and the total number of successful jobs

Connecting to Grafana dashboards in Cloudera Data Engineering Private
Cloud

This topic describes how to access Grafana dashboards for advanced visualization of Virtual Cluster's metrics such as
memory and CPU usage in Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE) Private Cloud.

For CDE Service

1. In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile. The Home page displays.
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2. Click Administration in the left navigation menu and locate a Service in the Services column
and click Service Details on the environment for which you want to see the Grafana dashboard.

3. In the Administration/Service page, click Grafana Charts. A read-only version of the Grafana interface opens
in a new tab in your browser.

4.

In the Grafana dashboard, click the grid icon  in the left navigation menu.
5. Select Virtual Cluster Metrics under the Dashboards pane.
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6. Click on a virtual cluster name from the dropdown list to view the Grafana charts.

Information
about CPU requests, memory requests, jobs, and other information related to the virtual cluster is displayed.

For Virtual Cluster

1. In the Cloudera Data Platform (CDP) console, click the Data Engineering tile. The CDE Home page displays.
2. In the Virtual Clusters section, navigate to the virtual cluster for which you want to see the Grafana dashboard.
3. Click View Cluster Details for the virtual cluster.

The Administration/Virtual Cluster page is displayed.
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4. Click Grafana Charts.

A read-only version of the Grafana interface opens in a new tab in your browser.

Information about CPU requests, memory requests, jobs, and other information related to the virtual cluster is
displayed.

5. In the Virtual Cluster Metrics page, click on a virtual cluster name from the Virtual Cluster dropdown list to
view the Grafana charts of that virtual cluster.
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Note:  You must first view the charts using the GRAFANA CHARTS link. Only then the charts
in the Charts tab get loaded. Otherwise, it displays the The web page at https://service.cde-
nrjcrwg7.apps.apps.shared-01.kcloud.cldr.com/grafana/d/usZz/kubernetes?kiosk might
be temporarily down or it may have moved permanently to a new web address. error.

Accessing Grafana dashboards
Cloudera provides pre-built Grafana dashboards comprising metrics data, charts, and other visuals. You can access
pre-built Grafana dashboards to monitor your jobs and virtual clusters in Cloudera Data Engineering (CDE). You can
immediately view the Kubernetes and Virtual Cluster Metrics pre-built dashboards in CDE.

Before you begin
You must first connect to the Grafana dashboards in CDE Private Cloud to view the Kubernetes and Virtual Cluster
Metrics dashboards.

Procedure

1.
After you connect to the Grafana Dashboards from the CDE UI, click the  icon to view the left navigation
pane.

2. Click Dashboards > Browse. The Dashboards screen is displayed.
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3. In the Browse tab of Dashboards, click Kubernetes or Virtual Cluster Metrics to view the respective dashboard.
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